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UNITED STUDENTS welcomes the verdict in the Jessica Lall Case
December 20th, 2006
  New Delhi: UNITED STUDENTS , the frontline organisations of the youth which initiated the Justice For Jessica Lall and Justice For Priyadarshini Mattoo campaign has welcomed the Delhi High Court's decision of life sentence for Manu Sharma the man convicted of murdering Jessica Lall. 
 
United Students, which had started the mobilisation,awareness and protest drive in Delhi and neighbouring sectors is overwhelmed with the courts order. 
 
" We welcome the judgment..our belief that a fair trial will always result in justice has been restored. We knew this case would not fall under the category of the "rarest of rare" cases so a life imprionsmnt is only a fair order. Cheers to the judiciary and people power." said Dhruv Suri, youth activist who pioneered the Justice For Jessica Lall Campaign. 
  "We really hope that from now onwards the investigative agencies will do their job in a much finer manner and avoid geting into controversies because of some irresponsible police officials", he added. 
 
"Today the second most historical verdict of 2006 was announced in the Delhi High Court. It is not only the victory of Lall family or the campaigners for Justice in this Case; it is the victory of each and every Indian Citizen. Though it took 8 long years, but finally, the truth prevailed. This has restored our faith in the Indian Judicial System.," said Aditya Raj Kaul, youth activist and initiator of Justice For Priyadarshini Mattoo campaign.   "The sentence in this case is a big blow on the faces of all those people with money and muscle power who consider themselves above law. This verdict will surely act as a strong detterent and set a precedent for all future cases", he added. 
 
"The student community across India and particularly in Delhi is overwhelmed by justice in this case. The public and the media activism have really helped in geting a fair retrial in both Lall and the Mattoo Case. Our mission has been successfull. Youth have shown their power and proved that they as well care!!!" said Devika Mallik, a campaigner in this case.
  "We have started getting congratulatory calls and mails from people. The response is amazing. This seems like a revolution. We would like to thank the entire web world that supported this cause. They have played a very crucial role in this case," she added. 
 
United Students feel that now is not the time for celebration. A time for celebration will only come when there will be no need for protests and activism against injustice. We hope to create this an "ideal" society. 
 For further info please contact: Aditya Raj – 9873297834, Dhruv Suri - 9818291909 



